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Title: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING A
GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE AND TRADING
SYSTEM FOR PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC
TRADING

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application

60/725,519, filed October 11, 2005, the contents of which are incorporated herein by

reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This invention relates to providing electronic information via a graphical

user interface and an electronic trading system over a computer network. More

specifically, it relates to a method and system for providing a graphical user interface

and electronic trading system for professional electronic trading.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The trading of stocks, bonds and other financial instruments over

computer networks such as the Internet has become a very common activity. In

many countries of the world, such stocks, bonds and other financial instruments are

traded exclusively over computer networks, completely replacing prior trading

systems such as "open outcry" trading in trading pits.

[0004] Trading of stocks, bonds, etc. typically requires multiple types of

associated electronic information. For example, to trade stocks electronically an

electronic trader typically would like to know an asking price for a stock, a current

bid price for a stock, a bid quantity, an asking quantity, current information about the

company the trader is trading such as profit/loss information, a current corporate

forecast, current corporate earnings, etc.

[0005] For an electronic trader to be successful, the multiple types of associated

electronic information has to be supplied in real-time to allow the electronic trader to

make the appropriate decisions. Such electronic information is typically displayed in

multiple windows on a display screen.



[0006] There are however a number of problems with displaying information

necessary for electronic trading. One problem is that current Graphical User

Interfaces (GUI) are proprietary and do not implement functionality that allow them

to be publicly interfaced to existing electronic trading systems.

[0007] Another problem is that some current non-proprietary GUIs do not allow

a user to subscribe to and receive real-time market data or enter futures orders to all

supported exchanges and receive real-time order status updates.

[0008] Another problem is that current non-proprietary GUIs do not provide for

multiple methods of order entry (e.g., Order Ticket and Aggregated Book View

(ABV)).

[0009] Another problem is that current non-proprietary GUIs do not provide

flexibility for a user to configure the display of electronic trading data. In an ideal

implementation, a user would have complete latitude in the combination of types of

data to be displayed in a single view.

[0010] Another problem is the display of spreads and options. Many GUIs do

not display spreads and options.

[0011] Professional traders typically have different trading characteristics than

other non-professional traders. Professional traders typically make trades for

business organizations, financial institutions (e.g., banks, etc.), insurance companies,

money funds, pension funds, investments funds, etc. The trades made by

professional traders typically include large trading lots that must be executed quickly

and efficiently if the professional trader is going to make a profit. In many instances

profits are gained or losses occur based on large trades for fractions of a cent or cents

that are executed based on real-time movement in a market based on current world

events (e.g., political upheaval, war, drought, etc.), current market news or current

market trading.

[0012] Even though there are many different types of electronic trading systems,

most professional traders rely on a just a few backend trading systems such as those

provided by Professional Automated Trading Systems (PATS) of London, England,



or Trading Technologies, Inc. (TT) of Chicago, Illinois GL Multi-media (GL) of

Paris, France and others.

[0013] These backend systems provide an interface and infrastructure to for

current market information to a graphical user interface and actually allow electronic

trades to be executed on the various trading exchanges and return trade execution (or

non-execution information) back to the graphical user interface to be used by the

professional trader.

[0014] Another problem is that in many instances such backend trading systems,

although reliable do not provide the speed and efficiency required by most

professional traders.

[0015] There have been attempts to solve some of the problems described. For

example, U.S. Patent No. 6,938,01 1, entitled "Click based trading with market depth

display" that issued to Kemp et al. teaches "A method and system for reducing the

time it takes for a trader to place a trade when electronically trading commodities on

an exchange, thus increasing the likelihood that the trader will have orders filled at

desirable prices and quantities. Click based trading, as described herein and

specifically the "Click" and "Dime" methods of the present invention, enables a

trader to execute single mouse click trades for large volumes of commodities at a

price within a pre-specified range."

[0016] U.S. Patent No. 6,772,132 entitled "Click based trading with intuitive grid

display of market depth" that issued to Kemp et al. teaches "A method and system

for reducing the time it takes for a trader to place a trade when electronically trading

on an exchange, thus increasing the likelihood that the trader will have orders filled

at desirable prices and quantities. The "Mercury" display and trading method of the

present invention ensure fast and accurate execution of trades by displaying market

depth on a vertical or horizontal plane, which fluctuates logically up or down, left or

right across the plane as the market prices fluctuates. This allows the trader to trade

quickly and efficiently."

[0017] U.S. Patent No. 6,766,304 entitled "Click based trading with intuitive grid

display of market depth" that issued to Kemp et al. teaches "A method and system

for reducing the time it takes for a trader to place a trade when electronically trading



on an exchange, thus increasing the likelihood that the trader will have orders filled

at desirable prices and quantities. The "Mercury" display and trading method of the

present invention ensure fast and accurate execution of trades by displaying market

depth on a vertical or horizontal plane, which fluctuates logically up or down, left or

right across the plane as the market prices fluctuates. This allows the trader to trade

quickly and efficiently."

[0018] U.S. Patent No. 6,408,282 entitled "System and method for conducting

securities transactions over a computer network" that issued to Buist teaches "The

system and method of the preferred embodiment supports trading of securities over

the Internet both on national exchanges and outside the national exchanges. The

preferred embodiment supports an improved human interface and a continuous

display of real-time stock quotes on the user's computer screen. The ergonomic

graphical user interface (GUI) of the preferred embodiment includes several

functional benefits in comparison with existing on-line consumer trading systems. In

the preferred embodiment, the users are subscribers to a securities trading service

offered over the Internet. Preferably, each subscriber to this service is simultaneously

connected from his own computer to a first system which provides user-to-user

trading capabilities and to a second system which is a broker/dealer system of his/her

choice. The system providing the user-to-user trading services preferably includes a

root server and a hierarchical network of replicated servers supporting replicated

databases. The user-to-user system provides real-time continuously updated stock

information and facilitates user-to-user trades that have been approved by the

broker/dealer systems with which it interacts. Users of the preferred system can trade

securities with other users of the system. As part of this user-to-user trading, a user

can accept a buy or sell offer at the terms offered or he can initiate a counteroffer and

negotiate a trade."

[0019] U.S. Patent No. 5,297,03 1 entitled "Method and apparatus for order

management by market brokers" that issued to Gutterman et al. teaches "There is

provided a broker workstation for managing orders in a market for trading

commodities, securities, securities options, futures contracts and futures options and

other items including: a device for selectively displaying order information; a

computer for receiving the orders and for controlling the displaying device; and a

device for entering the orders into the computer; wherein the displaying device

comprises a device for displaying selected order information about each incoming



order, a device for displaying a representation of an order deck and a device for

displaying a total of market orders. In another aspect of the invention, there is

provided in a workstation having a computer, a device for entering order information

into the computer and a device for displaying the order information entered, a

method for managing orders in a market for trading commodities, securities,

securities options, futures contracts and futures options and the like comprising the

steps of: selectively displaying order information incoming to the workstation;

accepting or rejecting orders corresponding to the incoming order information

displayed; displaying accepted order information in a representation of a broker

deck; and selectively displaying a total of orders at the market price."

[0020] However, none of these attempts solves all of the problems associated

with trading system for professional electronic traders.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0021] In accordance with preferred embodiments of the present invention, some

of the problems associated with electronic trading system for professional electronic

traders are over. A method and system for a graphical user interface and trading

system for professional electronic trading is provided.

[0022] A new professional trading application provides a back end trading platform

that allows professional traders to quickly and efficiently execute electronic trades on

one or more electronic trading exchanges. The new back end trading system

eliminates much of the overhead included in most back end trading systems. A new

graphical thermometer is for professional electronic trading is also presented.

[0023] The foregoing and other features and advantages of preferred embodiments

of the present invention is more readily apparent from the following detailed

description. The detailed description proceeds with references to the accompanying

drawings.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION QF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] Preferred embodiments of the present invention are described with

reference to the following drawings, wherein:

[0025] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary electronic trading

system;

[0026] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary electronic trading

display system;

[0027] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for displaying electronic

information for electronic trading;

[0028] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a screen shot of an exemplary tools window;

[0029] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a screen shot of an exemplary settings

window;

[0030] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a screen shot of an exemplary quotes and

contracts window;

[0031] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a screen shot of an exemplary order window;

[0032] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a screen shot of an exemplary fill window;

[0033] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a screen shot of an exemplary position and

market data window;

[0034] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a screen shot of an exemplary position and

market data window for an order ticket from a sell position;

[0035] FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a screen shot of an exemplary position and

market data window for a stop order;



[0036] FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a screen shot of an exemplary ABV

window;

[0037] FIG. 13 is a block diagram of screen shot of an exemplary order ticket

window;

[0038] FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a screen shot of an exemplary reports

window;

[0039] FIG. 15 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for electronic trading;

[0040] FIG. 16 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for professional electronic

trading;

[0041] FIG. 17 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for professional electronic

trading;

[0042] FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrating a graphical trading screen with a

Market Thermometer;

[0043] FIG. 19 is a block diagram illustrating a graphical trading screen with

Market Thermometer for which the market has moved down;

[0044] FIG. 20 is a block diagram illustrating a graphical trading screen Market

Thermometer for which a market is moving up and for which a market is moving

down;

[0045] FIG. 2 1 is a block diagram illustrating a graphical trading screen Market

Thermometer with a right ABV centered and a left ABV not centered; and

[0046] FIG. 22 is a block diagram illustrating a graphical trading screen Market

Thermometer with a left ABV with no Market Thermometer displayed and a right

ABV with a graphical Market Thermometer displayed.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Exemplary Electronic Trading System

[0047] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary electronic trading

system 10. The exemplary electronic information updating system 10 includes, but

is not limited to, one or more target devices 12, 14, 16 (only three of which are

illustrated). However, the present invention is not limited to these target electronic

devices and more, fewer or others types of target electronic devices can also be used.

[0048] The target devices 12, 14, 16 are in communications with a

communications network 18. The communications includes, but is not limited to,

communications over a wire connected to the target network devices, wireless

communications, and other types of communications using one or more

communications and/or networking protocols.

[0049] Plural server devices 20, 22, 24 (only three of which are illustrated)

include one or more associated databases 20', 22', 24'. The plural network devices

20, 22, 24 are in communications with the one or more target devices 12, 14, 16 via

the communications network 18. The plural server devices 20, 22, 24, include, but

are not limited to, World Wide Web servers, Internet servers, file servers, other types

of electronic information servers, and other types of server network devices (e.g.,

edge servers, firewalls, routers, gateways, etc.).

[0050] The plural server devices 20, 22, 24 include, but are not limited to, servers

used for electronic trading exchanges, servers for electronic trading brokers, servers

for electronic trading information providers, etc.

[0051] The one or more target devices 12, 14, 16 may be replaced with other

types of devices including, but not limited to, client terminals in communications

with one or more servers, or with personal digital/data assistants (PDA), laptop

computers, mobile computers, Internet appliances, two-way pagers, mobile phones,

or other similar desktop, mobile or hand-held electronic devices. Other or equivalent

devices can also be used to practice the invention.



[0052] The communications network 18 includes, but is not limited to, the

Internet, an intranet, a wired Local Area Network (LAN), a wireless LAN (WiLAN),

a Wide Area Network (WAN), a Metropolitan Area Network (MAN), a Public

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and other types of communications networks

18.

[0053] The communications network 18 may include one or more gateways,

routers, bridges, switches. As is known in the art, a gateway connects computer

networks using different network protocols and/or operating at different transmission

capacities. A router receives transmitted messages and forwards them to their correct

destinations over the most efficient available route. A bridge is a device that connects

networks using the same communications protocols so that information can be

passed from one network device to another. A switch is a device that filters and

forwards packets between network segments. Switches typically operate at the data

link layer and sometimes the network layer therefore support virtually any packet

protocol.

[0054] The communications network 18 may include one or more servers and one

or more web-sites accessible by users to send and receive information useable by the

one or more computers 12. The one or more servers, may also include one or more

associated databases for storing electronic information.

[0055] The communications network 18 includes, but is not limited to, data

networks using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol

(UDP), Internet Protocol (IP) and other data protocols.

[0056] As is know in the art, TCP provides a connection-oriented, end-to-end

reliable protocol designed to fit into a layered hierarchy of protocols which support

multi-network applications. TCP provides for reliable inter-process communication

between pairs of processes in network devices attached to distinct but interconnected

networks. For more information on TCP see Internet Engineering Task Force

(ITEF) Request For Comments (RFC)-793, the contents of which are incorporated

herein by reference.

[0057] As is known in the art, UDP provides a connectionless mode of

communications with datagrams in an interconnected set of computer networks.



UDP provides a transaction oriented datagram protocol, where delivery and duplicate

packet protection are not guaranteed. For more information on UDP see IETF RFC-

768, the contents of which incorporated herein by reference.

[0058] As is known in the art, IP is an addressing protocol designed to route

traffic within a network or between networks. IP is described in IETF Request For

Comments (RFC)-791, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

However, more fewer or other protocols can also be used on the communications

network 18 and the present invention is not limited to TCP/UDP/IP.

Exemplary Electronic Trading Display System

[0059] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary electronic trading

display system 26. The exemplary electronic trading system display system includes,

but is not limited to a target device (e.g., 12) with a display 28. The target device

includes an application 30 that presents a graphical user interface (GUI) 32 on the

display 28. The GUI 32 presents a multi-window interface to a user.

[0060] In one embodiment of the invention, the application 30 is a software

application. However, the present invention is not limited to this embodiment and

the application 30 can firmware, hardware or a combination thereof.

[0061] An operating environment for the devices of the electronic trading system

10 and electronic trading display system 26 include a processing system with one or

more high speed Central Processing Unit(s) ("CPU"), processors and one or more

memories. In accordance with the practices of persons skilled in the art of computer

programming, the present invention is described below with reference to acts and

symbolic representations of operations or instructions that are performed by the

processing system, unless indicated otherwise. Such acts and operations or

instructions are referred to as being "computer-executed," "CPU-executed," or

"processor-executed."

[0062] It is appreciated that acts and symbolically represented operations or

instructions include the manipulation of electrical signals by the CPU or processor.

An electrical system represents data bits which cause a resulting transformation or

reduction of the electrical signals, and the maintenance of data bits at memory



locations in a memory system to thereby reconfigure or otherwise alter the CPU's or

processor's operation, as well as other processing of signals. The memory locations

where data bits are maintained are physical locations that have particular electrical,

magnetic, optical, or organic properties corresponding to the data bits.

[0063] The data bits may also be maintained on a computer readable medium

including magnetic disks, optical disks, organic memory, and any other volatile (e.g.,

Random Access Memory ("RAM")) or non-volatile (e.g., Read-Only Memory

("ROM"), flash memory, etc.) mass storage system readable by the CPU. The

computer readable medium includes cooperating or interconnected computer

readable medium, which exist exclusively on the processing system or can be

distributed among multiple interconnected processing systems that may be local or

remote to the processing system.

Exemplary Method for Processing Electronic Information for Electronic

Trading

[0064] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating a Method 34 for processing

electronic information for electronic trading. At Step 36, one or more sets of

electronic trading strategy information is obtained via one or more windows on a

application 30 on a target device 12, 14, 16 to automatically execute one or more

electronic trades on one or more electronic trading exchanges 20, 22. At Step 38,

one or more sets of electronic trading information are continuously received on the

application 30 via one or more application program interfaces (API), fixed or

dynamic connections from one or more electronic trading exchanges 20, 22. At Step

40, the one or more sets of electronic trading information are displayed in one or

more windows on the GUI 32 via application 30. At Step 42, a test is conducted to

determine if any electronic trades should be automatically executed based on the one

or more sets of electronic trading strategy information. If any electronic trades

should be automatically executed, at Step 44, one or more electronic trades are

automatically electronically executed via application 30 an appropriate electronic

trading exchange 20, 22. At Step 45, results from any automatic execution of any

electronic trade are formatted and displayed in one more windows on a multi-

windowed graphical user interface (GUI) 32.



[0065] In one embodiment the one or more sets of electronic trading strategy

includes a pre-determined trading strategy created by a trader, if-then trading

strategies, one-cancels-other (OCO) trading strategies and electronic trading

strategies for synthetic instruments or synthetic contracts, or execution of strategies

based on previously executed orders.

[0066] As is known in the art, the pre-determined strategy trading strategy is a

pre-determined trading strategy developed by a trader to apply to a desired market

(e.g., cash, futures, stocks, bonds, options, spreads etc.)

[0067] As is known in the art, a "synthetic" instrument or contract includes an

instrument or contract that does not really exist on any electronic trading exchange.

A synthetic can be made up of one, or several contracts that trade on an exchange or

multiple exchanges. For example, a synthetic contract may include automatically

selling a call and buying a put. Such a synthetic contract does not exist on any

trading exchange but is desirable to a selected group of traders

[0068] As is known in the art, an API is set of routines used by an application

program to direct the performance of actions by a target device. In the present

invention, the application 30 is interfaced to one or more API.

[0069] In another embodiment, the application 30 is directly interfaced to a fixed

or dynamic connection to one or more electronic trading exchanges without using an

API.

[0070] In one exemplary embodiment of the invention, the application 30

interfaces with a Client API provided by Professional Automated Trading Systems

(PATS) of London, England, or Trading Technologies, Inc. (TT) of Chicago, Illinois

GL Multi-media of Paris, France and others. These APIs are intermediate APIs

between the Application and other APIs provided by electronic trading exchanges.

However, the present invention is not limited to such an embodiment and other APIs

and other fixed or dynamic connections can also be used to practice the invention.

[0071] In another embodiment, the application 30 interfaces directly with the

electronic trading exchanges 20, 22 without going through a Client API. In such an

embodiment, the application 30 interfaces directly with the electronic trading



exchanges 20, 22 through an electronic trading exchange API. In another

embodiment of the invention, the application 30 interfaces directly with electronic

trading exchanges via the communications network 18.

[0072] The application 30 presents a user a multi-windowed GUI 32 that

implements the functionality exposed through API provided by electronic trading

exchanges. The application 30 allows the user to subscribe to and receive real-time

market data. Additionally, the application 30 allows the user to enter futures orders,

cash orders, and other types of financial products orders to all supported exchanges

and receive real-time order status updates. The application 30 supports at least two

methods of order entry; Order Ticket and Aggregated Book View (ABV).

[0073] The application 30 provides flexibility to the user to configure the display

of electronic information on the GUI 32. The application 30 and the GUI are now

described in further detail.

Desktop Layout Management

[0074] The application 30 provides the ability to manage Desktop Layouts. A

Desktop Layout is a state of a GUI 32 as it appears to a user. This includes, but is not

limited to, number of windows, types of windows, and the individual window

settings. A user is able maintain a list of available Desktop Layouts. Each Desktop

Layout has a unique name within the application 30. The user is able to create a new

Desktop Layout and save it, giving it a unique name. When the user saves a Desktop

Layout, it is not saved in a minimized state but is instead saved in an expanded slate.

The user is able to rename, copy, and delete a Desktop Layout. The user is able to

load a saved desktop layout, replacing the currently displayed configuration. The

application 30 receives and loads desktop layout templates from the communications

network 18 upon user login. The user is able to export and import desktop layouts

in order to port them from target device to target device. Desktop Layouts are saved

on a user by user basis (e.g., by username). If two users access the application 30

from the same target device 12, each user sees their own list of layouts upon login.

[0075] The application 30 is launched from target device 12, 14, 16 or via the

network 18 (e.g., the Internet, an intranet, etc.) The application 30 is installed on a

target device 12, 14, 16 or the communications network 18. Upon startup, the



application 30 detects if a new version is available. If the application 30 detects that

an upgrade is warranted, a window appears, asking the user if they would like to

install the latest version now. In one embodiment, if the user chooses not to install

the latest version upon startup, the current (older) version of the application 30 is

launched. In another embodiment, another prompt is displayed when the user logs

off. In the case of a critical update, the user is not able to choose to run the

application 30 without installing the update.

[0076] The application 30 is pushed information that determines which servers

the application 30 is to connect to. IP addresses or Domain Name Servers (DNS)

names are pushed to the client when upon login.

[0077] In one embodiment, the application 30 can be used by up to about 5,000

simultaneous users. Scalability allows the application 30 to be used by up to about

20,000 simultaneous users. However, the present invention is not limited to such an

embodiment and other embodiments with other numbers of simultaneous users can

also be used to practice the invention.

[0078] The application 30 indicates the status of a host connection 20, 22, 24 on

the communications network 18. As a minimum, "Connecting," "Connected" and

"Not Connected" statuses are indicated. The application 30 indicates the status of an

electronic trading exchange server connection 20, 22. As a minimum, "Connecting,"

"Connected" and "Not Connected" statuses are indicated for the electronic trading

exchange server connection.

[0079] If settings (e.g., accounts, contracts, etc.) change on a host system 20, 22,

24, the application 30 updates the settings. The user does not have to log back in to

see the changes. The application 30 has the ability to detect if any changes to

accounts or contracts have been made. The application 30 is able to detect when a

system administrator has changed a network address (e.g., an Internet Protocol (IP)

address, etc.) of the primary transaction server for a client.

[0080] The application 30 can log off of one network address and log onto

another. Data integrity is maintained when a network address change has been

made. The application 30 notifies the user of any working orders or open positions

before closing. The user has the opportunity to cancel the logout if they would like



to cancel working orders or close the open positions. The application 30 performs

the normal logoff cycle when closed by the user. The application 30 saves all data

needed to return it to the state it was in when the application 30 was closed. The

application 30 saves all data necessary to restore it to the current state in the case of a

catastrophic application 30 failure. If the user does not choose to download the most

recent version of the application 30 upon startup, a message appears upon logoff

asking the user if they would like to install the upgrade before closing.

[0081] The application 30 gracefully log users out at end of day. The user

receives a warning message, stating that the session is about to be closed. The user

needs to log back in to reestablish the connection. The application 30 allows the user

to combine the display of data of different types. Data types include, but are not

limited to, Orders, Fills, Positions and Market Data. The application 30 supports the

functionality exposed through the current version of a client API.

[0082] The application 30 supports data format differences between exchanges

that are not normalized by the client API. The application 30 supports differences

between exchange order handling semantics that are not normalized by the client

API. The application 30 gracefully handles spreads. The application 30 support

systems with multiple monitors. All exchange contracts supported by a platform are

considered by the application 30. Online user documentation is available to the user.

The application 30 runs on Windows 2000, Windows XP operating systems and

other windowed operating systems (e.g., Linux, etc.). The application 30

architecture is flexible in order to allow additional functionality to be added when

needed.

Standard Windows Grid

[0083] In a Standard Windows Grid, a user can select from a list of columns to

display. The user is able to add or remove columns, but all columns may not be able

to be removed and certain columns may need to be added in order to add other

columns (if there are dependencies). Each window will have certain columns that

appear in the grid by default. The grid has a column heading with a caption (column

name).



[0084] The user can change an order of the displayed columns by dragging the

column heading to a new position. The user can manually resize a column. The user

can resize all columns to fit the screen. The user can resize all columns to fit their

contents. The user can resize a selected column to fit the column's contents. This is

accomplished by double clicking on the column heading's right border. The user can

change the foreground and background colors of a column. The user can rename any

grid column. The user can restore the default grid column names. The user can

restore all default grid settings.

[0085] The user can change the font for all columns in the grid. This includes,

but is not limited to font type, color and size. The user can change the font for an

individual column. This includes, but is not limited to, font type, color and size. The

user can sort the data in the grid by clicking on a column heading. The user can sort

the data in ascending or descending order. The user can create multiple sort criteria.

The user can create a filtered view of the information in a grid. The user can filter on

multiple criteria for non-numeric columns. Filters can include more then one

column. Multiple filters for numeric columns can be created (e.g., for an =, ≠, <, >,

< or > operation, etc.). This functionality also allows the user to choose a range. The

user can remove filters from a grid. Data in a grid will continue to be updated while

a filter is applied.

Login Window

[0086] A Login window will be launched via the application 30 when the

application 30 is first accessed by the user. A user will enter a user name and

password in order to log into the application 30. A successful login will allow the

user full access to multi-windowed GUI 32 functionality. A failed login displays a

message to the user, indicating that either the user name or password were invalid,

but not which one. If Caps Lock is on, the failed login message the application 30

indicates this fact. The failed login message reminds the user about case sensitivity.

The user is able to change passwords. The user does not have to be logged into the

communications network 18 to change passwords.

[0087] The application 30 updates a database with the new password. All

characters entered into a password field will be visible to the user as asterisks. A

single login allows the user access to all supported and enabled exchanges.



Application Manager Window

[0088] An Application Manager Window allows the user to access all of the

functionality of the application 30. It is via these windows that other application

windows are launched and managed. The GUI 32 windows are automatically

launched once the user has successfully logged in. Only one Application Manager

window is launched by the application 30.

[0089] The Application Manager Window, by default, is a member of every

display layout on the GUI 32 and cannot be removed. The user is able to view a list

of available Desktop Layouts and select one to work with.

[0090] The user can create a new Tools window, Settings window, Contact and

Quotes Window, Orders and/or Fills window, Positions/Market Data window,

Aggregated Book View window, Order Ticket window and Reports window from

the Application Manager Window. The user can also open a saved window from the

Application Manager Window.

[0091] The user can maintain Desktop Layouts from the Application Manager

Window. The user can minimize all windows and restore all windows from the

Application Manager Window.

Client Messaging Window

[0092] A Client Message Window allows the user to view system messages,

trading exchange messages and alerts. This window is automatically launched once

the user has successfully logged in. In one embodiment, only one Client Messaging

window may be launched by the application 30. In another embodiment, more than

one Client Message windows may be launched by the application 30. The Message

display, by default, is a member of every display layout and cannot be removed.

Users who are logged on must be able to receive system messages, communications

from office personnel, electronic trading exchange messages and alerts from various

electronic trading exchanges 20, 22. Alert receipts are displayed for the user. The

window displays the entry and cancellation of orders (as messages). Alerts are given

a priority, including, but not limited to, of "Critical," "High," "Medium" or "Low."



[0093] Alerts of a high priority are presented in a more intrusive manner than

lower priority alerts. Upon login, users receive alerts from the current day that were

sent while they were logged off. The user is able to turn off the display of alerts and

are able to turn off the display of messages.

Tools Window

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of screen shot of an exemplary Tools window 46

produced by application 30 and displayed on the GUI 32. The Tools window 46 is

used to launch other windows described herein on the GUI 32.

Settings Window

[0094] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of screen shot of an exemplary Settings window

48 produced by application 30 and displayed on the GUI 32. The Settings window

48 allows the user to enter application-wide settings (such as defaults, etc.) This

window 48 is accessible via the Manager window. The window 48 is different from

any other window in the application. Multiple Settings windows cannot be opened,

and this window is not part of a Desktop Layout.

[0095] The Settings window 48 displays network address (e.g., local and Internet

IP addresses) of a target device 12, 14, 16. The Setting window 48 displays the Host

and Price server IP addresses and ports that are being used by the application 30.

[0096] In one embodiment, the user loads settings from a settings file via the

Settings window 48. The settings file contains information necessary to replicate the

configuration of an application, including settings and desktop layouts. For audible

alerts, each alert should have a different sound. The user can browse for sound files

to assign to events. In another embodiment, settings are loaded from automatically

from data structure within the application 30.

[0097] The user can turn on or off audible and/or visual alerts for the events

listed below in Table 1. However, the present invention is not limited to these

audible and/or visual alert events and more, fewer or other types of audible and/or

visual alert events can be used to practice the invention.

• Logout I



• Login
• Receipt of a fill
• Entry of an order
• Entry of an order amend
• Entry of a cancel request
• Receipt of an order
• Receipt of a cancel
• Receipt of an amend
• Receipt of a reject
• Receipt of a message
• Order state timeouts
• Loss of connection to the host server
• Loss of connection to the price server
• Reconnection to the host server
• Reconnection to the price server
• Receipt of SARA alerts
• A different sound/visual alert is used for each priority level.
• Limit breach
• Contract breach
• Exchange disabled
• Stop price triggered for synthetic stops and stop limit orders
• Pull all orders
• End of day/End of market
• By exchange
• This information is downloaded on login if an update is needed.
• Custom Reminders
• OCO fill
• OCO cancel
• Parked order violated

If Then fill
• If Then cancel
• P/L bracket fill
• P/L bracket cancel

Table 1.

[0098] The user can set the following defaults for an order ticket listed in Table

2 . However, the present invention is not limited to these defaults and more, fewer or

other types of defaults can be used to practice the invention.

Default Account
Default Exchanges and Contracts
Default Order Type

o The user can set the default order type by exchange or to set the same
default for all exchanges.

Default side
Default Quantity

o The user can set the default quantity by instrument or to set the same default
for all instruments.

Close after order entry
o The user can determine whether or not the Order Ticket should close by



default after an order has been entered.
Quantity set to zero after order entry

o The user can determine whether or not the order quantity should return to
zero once an order has been placed.

Default price for limit orders - Sell
o The user can determine whether the price for sell limit orders should default

to current bid, ask, or last.
Default price for limit orders Buy

o The user can determine whether the price for buy limit orders should default
to current bid, ask, or last.

Other Settings
Always on Top

o The user can set which window should stay on top by default (if any).
o This default may be overridden on a window by window basis.

Order State Timeouts
o The user can set the amount of time that an order can remain in a state of

Sent, Queued, Cancel Pending or Amend Pending before an order state
timeout alert is generated.

Custom Reminders
o The user can create and maintain a list of custom reminders, which will

create an audible and visual alert at the set date and time.
o The user can assign a title, date, time and description to each reminder.
o Custom reminders are saved on the local machine.

ABV Market Depth
o The user can set the amount of market depth displayed on the ABV window.
o A Market Depth setting greater than the maximum depth disseminated by the

exchange will be treated as the exchange maximum.
Hot Keys

o The user can assign program shortcuts to keyboard function keys.
Fonts

o The user can set a default font for all text on all windows.
o The user can restore all fonts to the font selected here (after changes have

been made on individual windows).
Key Pad (for Quantity)

o The user can assign the values for keypad buttons.
o These values will be displayed on the key.

Order Quantity Limits (Fat Finger Rules)
o The user can set the maximum quantity that may be entered for an order.
o An order exceeding this limit will not be entered.

Commissions
o The user can enter commission amounts by exchange and/or by instrument.
o The commissions set here are used in the user's P&L calculations.

Print Reports
o The user can choose whether or not a window should appear upon logoff,

asking if reports should be printed.
o From the window (if displayed), the user should be able to specify which

reports are printed.

Table 2 .



Contracts and Quotes Window

[0099] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of screen shot of an exemplary Quotes and

Contracts window 50 produced by application 30 and displayed on the GUI 32. The

user can select which exchange 52 (e.g., Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME),

Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT), New York Stock Exchange, etc.) and which

instruments, contract and contract date combinations (e.g., Mini NSDQ March 2005)

to display 54. Market data associated with a position by the unique instrument

information is also displayed.

Order and Fills Windows

[00100] The user is able to display any combination of order and fill information

that they choose (although some information must be displayed in order for other

information to be displayed) in Order and Fill windows respectively. The user is

provided with an Orders template and a Fills template, which will each display

different default data (and, therefore, provide different functionality based on user

defined preferences set via the Settings window 48).

[00101] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of screen shot of an exemplary Order window

56 produced by application 30 displayed on GUI 32. Typically, an order is created

by the user and submitted to an electronic trading exchange 20, 22 for possible

execution. One exception to this is the Parked order. In this case, the application 30

saves the order until it is released by the user to the electronic trading exchange 20,

22.

[00102] In one embodiment, the Order window 56 displays, but is not limited to, a

controls identifier, a state identifier (e.g., rejected, working, filled, held) an account

identifier (e.g., APIDEV5), an order number, an instrument identifier (e.g.,

CME\MINI S&P), a side designation identifier (e.g., buy or sell), a quantity, a price,

a type identifier (e.g., limit, pre-defined stop price, market price) an average price.

However, the present invention is not limited to displaying these items and more,

fewer or other items can be displayed in the Order window 56 to practice the

invention.

[00103] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of screen shot of an exemplary Fills window 58

produced by application 30 displayed on GUI 32. Typically, a fill is an



acknowledgment from an electronic trading exchange 20, 22 where the order was

submitted that all or part of the order was executed. A special case is an external fill.

An external fill is submitted manually by a system administrator.

[00104] In one embodiment, the Fills window 58 displays, but is not limited to, a

control identifier, an order identifier, an instrument identifier, a side identifier, a fill

quantity, a fill identifier and a fill price. However, the present invention is not

limited to displaying these items and more, fewer or other items can be displayed in

the Fills window 58 to practice the invention.

[00105] A new or saved Order and Fill windows 56, 58 can be launched from the

Application Manager window. When the user creates and submits an order to an

electronic trading exchange 20, 22, an order with a quantity greater then the

maximum order limit will be rejected by the application 30. The user can create a

trailing stop order against a filled order. The user is also able to create a Profit/Loss

bracket around a filled order.

[00106] The user can also create a "Parked" order. A Parked order is an order that

is created by the user but not submitted to an electronic trading exchange 20, 22.

Parked orders are saved by the application 30 and made available to the user between

application 30 launches. The user can change a working order to a parked order and

visa versa. Changing a working order to a parked order, the application 30 sends a

cancel to the selected electronic trading exchange 20, 22. On receipt of the cancel

acknowledgement, the application 30 will change the order state to indicate that the

order is parked.

[00107] The user can also submit a Parked order to an electronic trading exchange

30. The user can submit all parked orders at once. The user can select certain parked

orders to submit (at once). The user can change the electronic trading exchange

and/or contract for a parked order. If the user changes the contract, the application

30 will verify that the entered price is valid for the new contract. If the entered price

is invalid for the new contract, the application 30 will prompt the user to change the

price. The user can change the account for a parked order.

[00108] The user can cancel a working order. In one embodiment, a working

order can be canceled with a single mouse click. In another embodiment a working



order can be canceled with two mouse click, one to cancel the order and one to

confirm cancellation. The user can cancel all working orders in a selected account,

cancel all working buy orders in the selected account, all working sell orders in the

selected account.

[00109] The user can delete a parked order. The use can delete a parked order

with a single mouse click. The user can delete all parked orders in a selected

account. The user can delete all parked orders in all accounts.

[00110] The user can change the following order information (for a working

order) illustrated in Table 3. However, the present invention is not limited to this

order information and more, fewer or other types of order information can be used to

practice the invention.

Prices (stop/limit/stop limit)
Quantity

o The user must be able to display the detailed order history for an order (both
parked orders and those submitted to an exchange.

The order history includes orders that led to the current order if the order was created
by a cancel/replace or a parked order.

Table 3.

[00111] The user can also create a trailing stop order against a fill. The user can

create a Profit/Loss bracket around a fill. The user can launch an Order Ticket

window from a specific fill. When an Order Ticket is opened from a fill, the ticket is

pre-populated with the data that corresponds to that fill (e.g., exchange, instrument,

quantity, etc.)/ The side of the Order Ticket will be opposite that of the fill.

Supported order types will be available to be created from the Order Ticket. Trailing

stops and brackets can be linked to another order, such as a limit order. When this

order is executed the Trailing Stop or bracket, etc. is then submitted to the market, or

held "working" on the target device 12, 14, 16.

[00112] The Fills window 58 displays a detailed view of a fill. A fill detail

includes all available fill information (including partial fills). The application 30

handles external fills. The application 30 uses separate display indicators if the fill is

external (e.g., color difference, etc) on the GUI 32.



[00113] In one embodiment, Order and Fill information is displayed following

standard window rules laid out by the Standard Window. The data in this Order and

Fill window is displayed in the standard grid format, as described in the Standard

Grid. This window will display order and fill data. The user chooses which fields

should be displayed in the grid (some fields will appear by default) on the GUI 32.

[00114] Table 4 illustrates a list of order information that used in the Order and

Fill windows 56, 58. Most of the information is exposed through the APIs used.

However, in a few cases the information is calculated. These exceptions are indicated

where they occur. However, the present invention is not limited to this order

information and more, fewer or other types of order information can be used to

practice the invention.

• Order ID
• Display ID
• Exchange Order ID
• User Name
• Trader Account
• Order Type
• Exchange Name
• Contract Name
• Contract Date
• Buy or Sell
• Price
• Price2
• Lots
• Linked Order
• Amount Filled
• Number of Fills
• Amount Open

o This field is calculated by the application 30 using contract lots minus amount
filled.

• Average Price
o This field (the average price of all fills that make up an order) is calculated by the
application 30 because the API does not return the correct value if there is only one
lot.

• Status
• Date Sent
• Time Sent
• Date Host Received

o This field will not displayed to the user, but is used for logging.
• Time Host Received

o This field will not be displayed to the user, but is used for logging
• Date Exchange Received

o This field will not be displayed to the user, but is used for logging.
• Time Exchange Received
• Date Exchange Acknowledged
• Time Exchange Acknowledged



Table 4 .

[00115] Table 5 illustrates a list of fill information that used in the Order and Fill

windows 56, 58. Most of the information is exposed through the APIs used.

However, in a few cases the information is calculated. These exceptions are indicated

where they occur. However, the present invention is not limited to fill information

and more, fewer or other types of fill information can be used to practice the

invention.

Display ID
Exchange Order ID
User Name
Trader Account
Order Type
Exchange Name
Contract Name
Contract Date
Buy or Sell
Lots
Price
Average Price

o This field will need to be calculated by the application because the API does
not return the correct value if there is only one lot.

Date Filled
Time Filled
Date Host Received

o This field will never be displayed to the user, but is used for logging.
Time Host Received

o This field will never be displayed to the user, but is used for logging
Fill Type
Fill, External, Netted, Retained

Table 5.

Positions/Market Data Window

[00116] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of screen shot of an exemplary GUI 32 Position

and Market Data window 60 produced by application 30 displayed on the GUI 32.

The Positions and Market Data Window 60 provides representation and display of

open positions and market data in the application 30.

[00117] In one embodiment, the Positions and Market Data window 60 includes,

but is not limited to a display of a controls identifier, an account identifier, a net



position, a number of buys, a number of sells, an average price, an last price and a

total. However, the present invention is not limited to displaying these items and

more, fewer or other items can be displayed in the Position and Market Data window

58 to practice the invention.

[00118] The user can display any combination of order and fill information that

they choose (although some information must be displayed in order for other

information to be displayed). The user is provided with an Orders template and a

Fills template, which will each display different default data (and, therefore,

functionality).

[00119] An "open position" is a long, short, or profit or loss in an instrument or

contract in an account. This open position is the aggregation of all the fills received

in the instrument. Market data is delivered to the application 30 in real-time through

the APIs used. A new or saved Positions/Market window 60 can be launched from

the Application Manager window. The user can launch an Order Ticket window 84

from a specific position.

[00120] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of screen shot of an exemplary Position and

Market Data window for an Order Ticket from a sell position 62 produced by

application 30 and displayed on the GUI 32. When a ticket is opened from a

position, an Order Ticket window 84 is pre-populated with the data that corresponds

to that position (e.g., exchange, instrument, quantity, etc.). For example in FIG. 10,

an Order Ticket window includes data (e.g., APIDEV5, CMENMINI S&P, Limit,

Limit Px 4.45, Quantity 2, etc.). The side of the Order Ticket will be opposite that of

the position. The user can launch a window that will allow them to create a

Profit/Loss (P/L) Bracket around an open position. The order sides default to

opposite of the position. The order quantities default to the position quantity. The

user can also launch a window that will allow them to create a Stop or Stop Limit

order against an open position.

[00121] FIG. 11 is a block diagram of screen shot of an exemplary Position and

Market Data window for a sell stop order 64 produced by application 30 displayed

on the GUI 32. The order side defaults to opposite of the position. The order

quantity defaults to the position quantity. The user can also launch a window that

will allow them to create a Limit order against an open position. The order side



defaults to opposite of the position. The order quantity defaults to the position

quantity.

[00122] The user can display all of the fills that comprise a position. The user can

flatten the open position in the instrument for the selected account. The window 60

includes a Flatten button for flattening a net position. When the user chooses to

flatten, working orders for the instrument are canceled and an order is entered that

flattens the net position (i.e., the quantity of the order will be equal to the net position

and the order will be placed on the opposite side of the net position). The flattening

is achieved with a single order (i.e., the user cannot enter more than one order to

flatten).

[00123] Position information and Market Data is displayed following standard

window rules laid out in the Standard Window. The data in this window 60 is

displayed in the standard grid format, as described in the Standard Grid.

[00124] Table 6 illustrates a list of position information that is available from this

window 60. However, the present invention is not limited to this position information

and more, fewer or other types of position information can be used to practice the

invention.

Account
Exchange Name
Contract Name
Contract Date
Net Position
Avg. Price
Open P&L
Cumulative P&L
Total P&L
Commission

Table 6.

[00125] The GUI 32 will also show market data and position information. The

user chooses which fields should be displayed in the grid (i.e., some market data

fields will appear by default). Table 7 is a list of market data that is available from

this window 60. However, the present invention is not limited to this market data

more, fewer or other types of market data can be used to practice the invention.

» Exchange Name



Contract Name
Contract Date
Bid Price
Bid Size
Ask Price
Ask Size
Last Traded Volume
Net Price Change
Last Traded Price
High Price
Low Price
Opening Price
Closing Price
Total Traded Volume
Contract Status

o This is the status of the contract on the exchange (i.e. open, pre-open,
trading, etc.)

Table 7.

Aggregated Book View (ABV) Window

[00126] The ABV Window allows the user to view bid size and offer size by price

for a particular instrument in a market depth-type format. The window displays

working orders for a selected account in a single instrument. The data on this

window is displayed and updated in real-time. The window also allows the user to

enter various order types. In one embodiment, two ABV widows are displayed by

default. In another embodiment, one or more than two ABV windows are displayed

by default.

[00127] FIG. 12 is a block diagram of screen shot of an exemplary ABV window

66 produced by application 30 displayed on GUI 32. The ABV window 66 includes

a dynamically displayed Price column 68.

[00128] In one embodiment, the ABV window displays a buy column, a bid

column, a dynamic price column, an ask column, a sell column, a quantity column, a

re-center button, a cancel buy button, a cancel sell button, a cancel all button, a

market buy button, a flatten button, a bracket button, a TStop button, a net position

and a total P/L. However, the present invention is not limited to displaying these

items and more, fewer or other items can be displayed in the ABV window 66 to

practice the invention.



[00129] The user can select an instrument or contract to view in an ABV window

66, and can change the instrument or contract from this window 66. Changing the

instrument or contract changes the data displayed to that of the selected instrument or

contract. The user can select an account from available accounts. The window 66

displays the total quantity of orders working in the market at each price. Both buy

and sell quantities are displayed. Quantities are updated as the instrument order book

changes. The window 66 displays an indicator depicting the all of the user's open

orders, for the selected account, at each price. The window 66 indicates a state of

each order. Open order states include, but are not limited to: Queued, Sent, Working,

Part Filled, Cancel Pending and Amend Pending, Held, Cancelled, Filled.

[00130] This window 66 indicates the order type for each order. The window 66

indicates the working quantity of each order. The window 66 displays parked orders

for the selected instrument. The window 66 displays the user's net position in the

selected instrument for the selected account. The window 66 displays the trade

quantities for each corresponding price level. The user can select to view the total

quantity currently trading at a price. This quantity is increased as each trade at a

price occurs. The cumulative quantity remains in the window 66 until the price

changes (at which time the cumulative trade quantity for the new price will be

shown).

[00131] The user selects to view the last quantity currently trading at a price. This

view shows the individual trade quantities. Only quantities for the current price are

shown. The window 66 displays the total traded volume for the instrument. The

window 66 displays all of the aforementioned data at once.

[00132] The user sets and adjusts the specified quantity for orders entered via this

window 66. The quantity is set via a spinner, text entry or keypad entry. Each key¬

pad input increases a specified quantity by an amount displayed on the key (key

value). The user selects to have the specified quantity set to zero after order entry.

The user resets the quantity to zero (i.e., without entering an order). A right click on

the mouse increases the quantity, left click decreases the quantity.

[00133] Orders entered via this window 66 will have a quantity equal to the

quantity specified at time of entry. The default account for any orders entered from

the ABV window 66 is the selected account. The can enter a limit order by clicking



a cell in the bid quantity or offer quantity columns. Limit orders are default order

type.

[00134] Order side will be set to BUY if the user clicks in the bid quantity column

70. Order side will be set to SELL if the user clicks in the offer quantity column 72.

Orders will have a quantity equal to the specified quantity. Order limit price must

equal the price corresponding to the clicked offer/bid quantity.

[00135] The user enters a stop order by clicking a cell in the bid or offer quantity

columns 70, 72. Order side will be set to BUY if the user clicks in the bid quantity

column 70. Order side will be set to SELL if the user clicks in the offer quantity

column 72. Orders must have a quantity equal to the specified quantity. The order

stop price will equal the price corresponding to the clicked offer/bid quantity. The

order is entered for the selected account. The user is able to enter a buy stop below

the market or a sell stop above the market. If the user does this, a window appears,

warning the user that the buy or sell will be immediately executed.

[00136] The user can enter an OCO (One Cancels Other) pair of orders. The user

can also enter a profit/loss bracket. The user can enter a trailing stop. The user can

also enter an "If-Then Strategy."

[00137] The user can change the limit price of a working limit order by dragging

the working order indicator to a new price. The user can change the stop price of a

working stop order by dragging the working order indicator to a new price. This will

cause a cancel replace to be entered at the electronic trading exchange 20, 22. The

user can change the quantity of a working order by right clicking in the cell

displaying the working order. A right click on a mouse displays a context menu

listing order quantities centered on the current quantity. The user can also adjust

account number.

[00138] The user can cancel a working order with a single mouse click. The user

can cancel all open orders in the instrument for the selected account. The can cancel

all open buy orders in the instrument for the selected account. The user can cancel

all open sell orders in the instrument for the selected account.



[00139] Users can have orders at a price displayed as a concatenated total, or

displayed as each individual order. When the display of individual orders is to large

for the display, individual orders will be displayed starting with the first order

entered and then the remaining orders that do not fit in the display will be

concatenated. Concatenated orders are indicated as such using a symbol that is

attached to the total. Users can also adjust the display of the ABV by adding or

removing columns, buttons and functions.

[00140] The user uses the open position in the instrument for the selected account.

This window 66 includes a Flatten button for flattening the net position. When the

user chooses to flatten, all working orders for the instrument are canceled and an

order is entered that flattens the net position (i.e., the quantity of the order will be

equal to the net position and the order will be placed on the opposite side of the net

position). The flattening is achieved with a single order (i.e., the user cannot enter

more than one order to flatten).

[00141] The user can center the dynamic Price column 68 on the current market.

The user can scroll the dynamic Price column 68 to display prices above or below the

current market. All data is displayed real-time.

[00142] This ABV window 66 follows the standard window rules laid out in the

Standard Window. The data in this window is displayed in a grid, but this grid will

not follow all of the standard grid rules.

[00143] The user can choose from a list of columns to display. Certain columns

will be displayed by default. Certain columns will not be removable (price for

example). The user can change the order of the displayed columns by dragging a

column heading to a new position. The user can manually resize a column. The user

can resize all columns to fit the screen. The user can resize all columns to fit the

contents. The user can resize a selected column to fit the contents. Double clicking

on the column heading border sizes a column so that data only is displayed with no

redundant space.

[00144] The user can change the font for all columns in the grid. The user can

change the font for an individual column. The user can change the foreground color



of a column. The user can change the background color of a column. The user can

restore the default grid settings.

[00145] The ABV window 66 is resizable. When it is resized, the columns

expand and contract so that all data is still shown. However, after resizing the

window, the user can resize the columns to get rid of wasted space and then change

the font size (i.e., so it's more readable when the screen is small).

[00146] This ABV window 66 will display the following fields illustrated in Table

8 in a ladder format. However, the present invention is not limited there fields and

more, fewer or other types of fields can be used to practice the invention.

• Price
o Centered on the current market prices when launched

• Market Bid Quantity
• Market Offer Quantity
• Trade Quantity as determined in section 11.3 above
• Open Buy Orders indicating status, type and quantity for each order
• Open Sell Orders indicating status, type and quantity for each order
• Parked Orders

Table 8.

[00147] The ABV window 66 displays real-time data for a particular contract,

allowing a user to get a current snapshot of the market. Thus, the ABV window 66

can also be considered an "Ask, Bid, Volume" window.

[00148] An instrument or contract can be added to an open ABV window 66 in

the same way that a contract was added to the Quotes window 50. Simply select the

contract that to display and then drag it into the ABV window 66. Contracts can be

dragged from any of the windows displayed on the screen.

[00149] Once a contract has been added to the ABV window, the data illustrated

in Table 9 is displayed on the ABV window.

• A current number of Bids 70 and Asks 72 on an electronic trading exchange 20, 22
for particular price levels.

• A total quantity currently trading at a certain price.
• A number in parentheses 74 next to the total quantity is the last quantity traded at that

price.
• A price in red is the daily high 76. A price shown in blue is the daily low 78. A last

traded price is shown in gray 80.
The last traded price 82 is also highlighted on a dynamic price column 68. When



there has been an uptick in this price, this cell will be green. When there has been a
downtick, this cell will be red. If there has been no change, this cell will appear
yellow.
The Buy and Sell columns display a total number of open orders at each particular
price. For example, a "W2" in the Buy column indicates that there are working orders
with a total quantity of two at the specified price.
Net Position and Total P/L on the ABV can be monitored by simply referring to the
lower right hand comer of the window.

Table 9.

[00150] On the ABV window 66, the price of any open Buy or Sell orders can be

amended. To change the price of an order, a row selector that corresponds with the

order to amend is selected buy left-clicking and holding down a left mouse button,

dragging a cursor connected to the mouse up or down to a desired new price and

releasing the mouse button. A white cursor arrow appears to indicate a change in

price. The price amended will be submitted as soon as the mouse is released. If there

multiple orders at the same price (and on the same side), all of the orders will be

amended to the new price when dragging the concatenated order. The user can

cancel a signal order at a price where multiple orders exist. They can also modify a

single order at a price where multiple orders exist. They do this by selecting the

individual order and dragging and dropping.

[00151] Another feature of the ABV window 66 is that a desired position on the

dynamically displayed Price column 68 can be moved. If it is desired to scroll up or

down on a market price on the dynamically displayed Price column 68, the

dynamically displayed Price column 66 is hovered over with a mouse. A yellow

cursor arrow will appear, pointing up if the mouse cursor is in the top half of the

dynamic price column 68, or down, if the mouse cursor is in the bottom half of the

dynamic Price column 68. Clicking on the cursor arrow will scroll the grid in the

direction that the arrow points.

[00152] The ABV window 66 provides a dynamic Price column 68 centered upon

the lasted traded price that continuously changes with fluctuations in the last traded

price. To enter an order, a mouse cursor is hovered anywhere in the ABV window

66. This mouse hover puts a user in the "order entry mode." In the order entry mode

a trade near last traded price can be entered or prices on the dynamic price column

can be manually adjusted away from the last traded price. To scroll up or down the

market prices on the dynamic Price column 68 to enter a trade, the mouse cursor is

hovered over the dynamic Price column 68. A large yellow arrow will appear,



pointing up if the mouse curser is in the top half of the dynamic price column, or

down, the mouse cursor is in the bottom half of the dynamic price column. Clicking

on the large yellow arrow will scroll the prices in the dynamic price column in the

direction that the large arrow points so a trade can be entered away from a current

market price.

[00153] If the dynamic Price column 68 is scrolled up or down and the last traded

price is not centered on your ABV, the dynamic price column will start to scroll until

the last traded price is again centered in the ABV window 66. In addition, if there is

no further activity from a mouse for a period of time the dynamic Price column 68

will also start to scroll. As a visual indication, just before the dynamic price column

begins to scroll, the mouse cursor will turn yellow and start to flash. This is a

warning that the ABV window is about to begin re-centering around the last traded

price. If, at any time, the mouse cursor is moved out of the ABV window, you leave

the order entry mode and the ABV will automatically re-center the dynamic price

column on the last traded price the next time the market price changes.

[00154] Stop and limit orders can also be entered on the ABV window 66 with

just a click of a mouse. Before entering limit or stop orders an account is chosen and

a quantity is entered. If a user has access to multiple accounts, the user can select the

desired account by using the Account drop down menu. The user can input a number

of lots to trade by typing the number in, by using the + or - buttons, or by using a

keypad. A default quantity can be set via the Settings window. After selecting an

account and quantity, limit and stop orders can be placed.

[00155] To enter a Buy Limit order, the mouse is clicked in the Bid column next

to the Price to enter the order for. A limit order to buy will be entered at that price

for the quantity specified, and a new working order will be reflected in the Buy

column. Likewise, to enter a Sell Limit order, the mouse is clicked in the Ask

column next to the Price to enter the order for.

[00156] To enter a Buy Stop order, the mouse is right-clicked in the Bid column

next to the Price to enter the order for. A stop order to buy will be entered at that

price for the quantity specified, and a new order will be reflected in the Buy column.

Similarly, to enter a Sell Stop order, the mouse is right-clicked in the Ask column

next to the Price that you want to enter the order for.



[00157] In addition to Limit and Stop orders, Market orders can be executed on

the ABV window 66 using the Market Buy and Market Sell buttons. The ABV

window can also be set up so that a Bracket or Trailing Stop order will automatically

be created any time an order entered via the ABV is filled. The Bracket and Trailing

Stop parameters will default to the values set up on the Settings window. To link a

Bracket or Trailing Stop order to all orders entered via the ABV, choose Bracket or

TStop from the Link To drop down box. A small window pops up with the default

parameters for a bracket. The bracket levels can be changed by typing in a desired

number, or using the "+" and "-" buttons. A limit order will be the profit order type,

and for a loss order type, either choose a stop or a trailing stop can be selected.

[00158] For example, if a stop order is chosen, as soon as the order was filled, two

new orders were entered. A limit order was created at a price that is five ticks above

the market order's price and a stop order was created at a price that is three ticks

below the market order's price Both orders have the same quantity that the market

order had. Because these orders were entered as part of a bracket, when one of these

orders is filled, the other will automatically be cancelled. Likewise, TStop is chosen

from the Link To drop down box, a small window will appear that allows you to

view and change trailing stop parameters. Like the bracket, a trailing stop will be

entered once an order entered via the ABV window 66 is filled.

[00159] The ABV also allows cancellation of some or all of working orders as

well. To cancel a particular order, the mouse cursor is placed over that order in the

Buy or Sell column, whichever applies, and a yellow X appears over the working

order. A mouse click on the yellow X will cancel that particular order. If multiple

orders are entered at the same price (and on the same side), they will all be cancelled.

Order Ticket Window

[00160] FIG. 13 is a block diagram of screen shot of an exemplary Order Ticket

window 84 produced by application 30 and displayed on GUI 32. This window 84

allows the user to create and enter all types of orders supported by the application

and the APIs used. This window 84 is accessible via all windows except for Login,

Settings, Client Messaging and Reports windows. Multiple order tickets can be

launched and multiple windows 84 will be created. The Order Ticket window 84 is a



member of a Desktop Layout. Order types, including Synthetic order types can be

entered from this window.

[00161] In one embodiment, the Order Ticket window 84 displays, but is not

limited to, an account identifier, an instrument or contract identifier, an order type, a

limit price, if any, a stop limit price if any, a side identifier, a quantity identifier, an

exchange identifier a current bid, ask, and last traded price, a current bid, ask or last

traded quantity and a buy or sell identifier. However, the present invention is not

limited to displaying these items and more, fewer or other items can be displayed in

the Order Ticket window 84 to practice the invention.

[00162] If necessary, the Order Ticket window 84 will change or launch

supporting windows to accommodate more complex order types. In one

embodiment, the Order Ticket window 84 displays, but is not limited to, an account

identifier, an instrument or contract identifier, an order type, a limit price, if any, a

stop limit price if any, a side identifier, a quantity identifier, an exchange identifier a

current bid, ask, and last traded price, a current bid, ask or last traded quantity and a

buy or sell graphical button. However, the present invention is not limited to this

embodiment and other embodiments can be used to practice the invention.

[00163] The user can select the account that the order applies to. The user can

change the side of the order. The ticket background color depends upon the side

chosen. For example, the background is set to blue for buy orders and set to red for

sell orders. The following market data is displayed, but is not limited to, on this

window 84 for the selected instrument: bid price, bid size, ask price, ask size, and

last traded price.

[00164] This window 84 also does follow the standard window rules laid out in

the Standard Window. The window can also be resized. The user can select to have

the order ticket always on top. The default for this functionality is determined in the

Settings Window. The Order Ticket window 84 is member of a Desktop Layout

window. The Order Ticket window 84 settings are saved when it is a member of a

Desktop Layout.

[00165] This window 84 is comprised of all the fields necessary to enter an order.

The field defaults are set in the Settings window 48, but this window 84 may display



different defaults depending on where it was launched from (for example, if it was

launched from a specific fill or position).

[00166] Table 10 illustrate a list of the fields that are used to create a standard

order. Synthetic orders also created directly from this window 84. In another

embodiment, a separate window may be launched, or there may be some other

method of accessing synthetic order entry. However, the present invention is not

limited to this order information and more, fewer or other types of order information

can be used to practice the invention.

Exchange
o The default value for this field is determined from the window where it was

launched or in Settings.
Instrument

o This field is filtered to display valid instruments based on the exchange that is
selected.

Contract Date
o This field is filtered to display valid contract dates based on the instrument

that is selected.
Order Type

o This field is filtered to display valid order types based on the exchange that is
selected.

Limit Price
o This field defaults to either the current bid, ask or last as determined by

Settings and by the side.
o This price does not change once the order is open
o This field is enabled only for stop, stop limit, MIT orders and the synthetic

equivalents for those order types.
o The use is able to enter the price via keyboard entry or spinner,

Order Quantity
o The user is able to change the specified order quantity through a key-pad

control.
o Each key-pad input increases the specified quantity by the amount displayed

on the key (the key value).
o The user has ability to set the quantity back to zero.
o The user is able to select to have the specified quantity set to zero after order

entry.
Secondary Price

o This field is enabled only for stop limit orders.
Good-Till-Date

o This field is enabled only for orders with TIF (Time in Force) of GTD.
o This field defaults to the current trade date.

Table 10.



Reports Window

[00167] FIG. 14 is a block diagram of screen shot of an exemplary Reports

window 86 produced by application 30 displayed by GUI 32. The Reports window

86 allows the user to create and enter all types of orders supported by the application

30 and APIs used. This window is accessible via all windows except for Login,

Settings, Client Messaging and Reports. Multiple order tickets can be launched. The

order ticket can be a member of a Desktop Layout window.

[00168] In one embodiment, the Reports window 86 displays, but is not limited to,

an account identifier, an order identifier, an instrument identifier, a side identifier, a

quantity, a price, an order type, an average price, a state, a price2, file, number of

fills and an open column. However, the present invention is not limited to displaying

these items and more, fewer or other items can be displayed in the Reports window

68 to practice the invention.

[00169] Order types, including synthetic order types are summarized from this

window 86. If necessary, the Order Ticket window 84 changes or launches

supporting windows to accommodate more complex order types. The user can select

the account that the order applies to. The user changes the side of the order. Ticket

background color depends upon the side chosen. For example, the background is

blue for buy orders ant he background is red for sell orders.

[00170] Table 11 illustrates a list of the fields used to create a standard order

report. However, the present invention is not limited to this order information more,

fewer or other types of order information can be used to practice the invention.

• Exchange
o The default value for this field is determined from the window where it was

launched or in Settings.
• Instrument

o This field is filtered to display valid instruments based on the exchange that is
selected.

• Contract Date
o This field is filtered to display valid contract dates based on the instrument

that is selected.
• Order Type

o This field is filtered to display valid order types based on the exchange that is
selected.

• Limit Price
o This field defaults to either the current bid, ask or last as determined by



Settings and by the side.
o This price does not change once the order is open
o This field is enabled only for stop, stop limit, MIT orders and the synthetic

equivalents for those order types.
o The user is able to enter the price via keyboard entry or spinner.

Order Quantity
o The user is able to change the specified order quantity through a key-pad

control.
o Each key-pad input increases the specified quantity by the amount displayed

on the key (the key value).
o The user has ability to set the quantity back to zero.
o The user is able to select to have the specified quantity set to zero after order

entry.
Secondary Price

o This field is enabled only for stop limit orders.
Good-Till-Date

o This field is enabled only for orders with TIF (Time in Force) of GTD.
o This field defaults to the current trade date,
o This window allows the user to view and print reports.

Screen Access
o This window is accessed via the Manager window. Multiple report windows

cannot be launched. The report window is not a member of any Desktop
Layout.

Functional Requirements
o No trading functionality is available from this window.

Fill Report
o The user is able to view and print a fill report by account for the current day.
o The data for this report is saved on the client.

Order History Report
o The user is able to view and print an order history report for the current day

or for any range of time up to 30 days.
o History includes parked orders.
o The data for this report should is on the client machine 30.

Orders Entered Report
o The user is able to view a report showing orders entered that were filled for

the current day or for any range of time up to 30 days.
o The data for this report is saved on the client.

Table 11.

Client Logs

[00171] This functionality allows the user to send error and audit logs. A log of

application errors is maintained. Application error logs, created daily, are retained

for ten trading days. The user does not have ability to view the application error log.

Logs are stored on the client and are not be encrypted, but should not be easily

accessible to the user. The user can send the application error log to another location

from within the application 30.



[00172] An audit log is created. The audit log contains detailed order history,

including all available times associated with the order. The log also contains fills

associated with the order. The log contains messages pertaining to the application

which indicate connection activities and statuses. Audit logs, created daily, are

retained for ten trading days. The user does not have ability to view the audit log.

Logs are stored on the application 30 and should not be encrypted, but should not be

easily accessible to the user. The user can send the audit log to another location from

within the network 18.

Specialized Order Functionality

[00173] The application 30 also provides specialized order functionality. This

functionality is available to the user wherever orders can be entered. The user

creates one-cancels-other (OCO) order pairs. An OCO order is one that allows the

user to have two working orders in the market at once With the execution of one

order the other is canceled. The user can construct an OCO pair across different

instruments traded on a single electronic exchange. The user can construct an OCO

pair across different instruments on two electronic trading exchanges. The user can

construct an OCO pair combining orders of any order type that is supported by the

exchange (or supported synthetic order types).

[00174] The user cancels OCO orders before exiting the application 30. If the

user has any open OCO ' s upon logoff, the GUI 32 warns the user that the orders will

be cancelled and allow the user to cancel the logoff if desired. By default, entering a

quantity for the OCO enters that same quantity for both sides of the OCO.

[00175] A complete fill of one order cancels the other order. If there is a partial

fill on one leg of the OCO, the other side of the OCO is reduced by the amount that

was filled. This functionality will only occur if both legs of the OCO are entered

with the same quantity. The user has the ability to turn off this functionality, so that

the order quantities don't automatically decrement and the orders are canceled only

when one order is completely filled. If the user enters different quantities, this

functionality are automatically turned off and disabled.

[00176] The user can cancel individual orders of the pair, leaving the remaining

order in the market. The user can cancel both orders in the pair simultaneously. The



user can change the price for an individual order of the pair. The user can create a

profit/loss bracket order pair. A Profit/Loss bracket is a specific case of an OCO

order pair. This order pair consists of a limit order to establish a profit and a stop

loss order to limit loss. The stop loss portion of the bracket should be able to be a

"trailing stop." The use is able to create a profit/loss bracket around an existing

position. The user is able to create a profit/loss bracket around a fill. The use can

create a profit/loss bracket around an order in the filled state.

[00177] The user can create trailing stop orders. A trailing stop is an order that

tracks a price of the instrument and adjusts the stop trigger price in accordance with a

predefined rule (i.e., stop trigger is changed when the market changes a certain

number of ticks).

[00178] Trailing stop orders can be either of type stop or stop limit. For stop limit

orders, the limit price will be changed such that it keeps the same differential from

the stop trigger price. In order to set up the trailing stop rule, the user must enter: the

number of ticks that the market must change before the stop trigger price should be

adjusted. The number of ticks that the stop trigger price should be adjusted when an

adjustment is warranted. A trailing stop order is purely synthetic.

[00179] The stop order should only be known to the client until it is actually

triggered. At that time either a market order (in the case of an order type of stop) or a

limit order (in the case of a stop limit order) will be entered into the market. A

trailing stop only adjusts the stop trigger price in the profitable direction of the trade.

A trailing stop order to sell does not adjust the stop trigger price to a value less than

the initial trigger value. A trailing stop order to sell only increases the stop trigger

price. A trailing stop order to sell only adjusts the stop trigger price when new high

prices are traded in the instrument. This will prevent adjusting the stop trigger price

if the instrument price retraces a profitable move but does not trigger the stop.

[00180] A trailing stop order to buy does not adjust the trigger price to a value

greater than the initial trigger value. A trailing stop order to buy only decreases the

stop price. A trailing stop order to buy must adjusts the trigger price when new low

prices are traded in the instrument. This will prevent adjusting the stop trigger price

if the instrument price retraces a profitable move but does not trigger the stop.

Trailing stops are only valid while the user is logged into the application



30. Application 30 exit will have the effect of the trailing stop not being in the

market. On application exit, if the user has trailing stops entered, the user will be

warned that the stop will not be worked while the application is closed.

[00181] The user is to choose to save trailing stops. On application 30 launch, the

user is advised of any saved trailing stops and given the opportunity to reenter them.

[00182] The user is able to create parked orders. A parked order is an order that is

created by the user but not submitted to the market. The user is able to release a

parked order. Releasing a parked order submits it to the market. The user can

change a working order to a parked order. This sends a cancel to the exchange. On

receipt of the cancel acknowledgement, the application 30 changes the order state to

indicate that the order is parked. Parked orders are saved on application exit. Parked

orders are restored on application 30 launch.

If-Then Strategies

[00183] The user can create an "If-Then Strategy." With an If Then Strategy, an

order is entered into the market. Upon receipt of a fill acknowledgement for the

order, one or more other orders are automatically entered by the application 30 based

on the If-Then strategy. Typically, the orders that are entered with If-Then Strategy

will be orders to manage profit and loss expectations for the fill that was received on

the original order. The user can create an If-Then strategy where on the receipt of

the acknowledgement of an order fill, a profit/loss bracket is entered around the fill

price for the filled quantity. The user can create an If-Then strategy where on the

receipt of the acknowledgement of an order fill, a stop or stop limit order is entered

at an offset from the fill price for the quantity of the fill. The user can create an If-

Then strategy where on the receipt of the acknowledgement of an order fill, a trailing

stop order is entered at an offset from the fill price for the quantity of the fill. The

user can create an If-Then strategy where on the receipt of the acknowledgement of

an order fill, a limit order is entered at an offset from the fill price for the quantity of

the fill. The user can create an If-Then strategy where on the receipt of the

acknowledgement of an order fill, an OCO order pair is entered.

[00184] FIG. 15 is a flow diagram illustrating a Method 88 for electronic trading.

At Step 90, one or more sets of If-Then electronic trading strategy information is



obtained on an aggregate book view window 66 on a application 30 on a target

device to automatically execute one or more electronic trades on one or more

electronic trading exchanges. At Step 92, one or more sets of electronic trading

information are continuously received on the application 30 from one or more

electronic trading exchanges 20, 22. At Step 94, the one or more sets of electronic

trading information are displayed via application 30 on the ABV window 66. At

Step 96, one or more electronic trades are automatically electronically executed via

application 30 on an appropriate electronic trading exchange 20, 22 using the one or

more sets of If-Then electronic trading strategies. At Step 98, results from any

automatic execution of any electronic trade are formatted and displayed on the ABV

window.

[00185] In one embodiment, the application 30 comprises a Multi-Execution

Trading Platform that allows a trader to setup a strategy to trade two or more distinct

markets (e.g., cash and futures) which have a predefined relationship (e.g., one-to-

one) and automatically execute both markets simultaneously. In one embodiment,

the Multi-Execution Trading Platform includes a configurable slippage factor that is

predefined by the trader and allows the trader to safely execute a 2nd leg, 3rd leg, of

the trade if the initial trade for the futures misses. In another embodiment, the Multi-

Execution Trading system includes a one-to-one trade from either the cash side or the

futures side first. In another embodiment, the Multi-Execution Trading system

includes a best cash market to trade from.

[00186] The Multi-Execution Trading System also includes Duration functionality

allows traders to enter in one-to-one strategies which are not in a one Cash to ten

futures ratio. It also allows traders to enter in one-to-one ratios such as one Cash and

twelve futures etc.

[00187] In another embodiment, the Multi-Execution Trading System also

includes a graphical Profit and Loss (P&L) blotter provides risk monitoring at a firm,

group, or trader level. The Multi-Execution Trading System calculates P&L on a

real-time basis with Mark to Market functionality. The Mutli-Execution Trading

system includes firm wide status messages that can be broadcast to all traders who

are viewing a graphical blotter and it will illustrate actual P&L and not just intraday

by including previous days total equity position.



[00188] The Multi-Execution Trading System also allows traders to receive

futures and cash market data real-time into a spreadsheet (e.g., Excel, etc.) and

allows traders to receive both cash and futures trades real-time into a spreadsheet.

[00189] The Multi-Execution Trading System also provides an electronic "black

box" that allows a trader to enter a desired trading formula into the application 30,

thereby allowing the application 30 to automatically execute electronic trades via one

or more electronic trading exchanges. The black box allows automatic tracking and

execution of both actual and synthetic trading entities.

[00190] The Multi-Execution Trading System also provides synthetic trading,

spread trading and yield curve trading.

[00191] As is known in the art, a "synthetic trading entity" is a virtual trading

entity equivalent to real trading entity and is created with two or more real trading

entities.

[00192] There are many different types of real and synthetic spreads that are

traded. A "futures spread" includes a purchase of one futures delivery month

contract against the sale of another futures delivery month contract of the same

commodity; the purchase of one delivery month contract of one commodity against

the sale of that same delivery month contract of a different commodity; or the

purchase of one commodity contract in one market against the sale of the commodity

contract in another market, to take advantage of a profit from a change in price

relationships. The term spread is also used to refer to the difference between the price

of a futures month contract and the price of another month contract of the same

commodity.

[00193] An "intra-commodity" spread (e.g., a calendar spread) is long at least one

futures contract and short at least one other futures contract. Both have the same

underlying futures contract but they have different maturities.

[00194] An "inter-commodity" spread is a long-short position in futures contracts

on different underlying futures contracts. Both typically have the same maturity.

Spreads can also be constructed with futures contracts traded on different exchanges.

Typically this is done using futures on the same underlying contract, either to earn



arbitrage profits or, in the case of commodity or energy underlying contracts, to

create an exposure to price spreads between two geographically separate delivery

points.

[00195] A "different commodities spread" is a spread between two or more

different commodities contracts of any type of any maturity and any type of position

(e.g., (Mini S&P)/(Mini NSDAQ), or (Mini S&P)/(Mini DJ), etc.).

[00196] A "crack spread" is a commodity contract-commodity product contract

spread involving the purchase of a commodity and the sale of a product. For

example, the purchase of crude oil futures contracts and the sale of gasoline and/or

heating oil futures contracts.

[00197] Spread trading offers reduced risk compared to trading futures contracts

outright. Long and short futures contracts comprise a spread that correlated, so they

tend to hedge one another. For this reason, exchanges generally have less strict

margin requirements for future contract spreads.

[00198] A "butterfly spread" for futures contracts includes a spread trade in which

multiple futures contract months are traded simultaneously at a differential. The trade

basically consists of two or futures spread transactions with either three or four

different futures months at one or more differentials.

[00199] Spread trading is also used for options. An option spread trade is when a

call option is bought at one strike price and another call option is sold against a

position at a higher strike price. This is a called a "bull spread." A "bear spread"

includes buying a put option at one strike price and selling another put option at a

lower strike price.

[00200] A "butterfly spread" for options includes selling two or more calls and

buying two or more calls on the same or different markets and several expiration

dates. One of the call options has a higher strike price and the other has a lower strike

price than the other two call options. If the underlying stock price remains stable, the

trader profits from the premium income collected on the options that are written.



[00201] A "vertical spread" for options includes a simultaneous purchase and sale

of options of the same class and expiration date but different strike prices. A vertical

spread for futures contracts includes a simultaneous purchase and sale of futures

contracts with the same expiration date but different prices.

[00202] A "horizontal spread" includes the purchase and sale of put options and

call options having the same strike price but different expiration dates. A horizontal

spread for futures contracts includes the purchase and sale of futures for the same

purchase price but different expiration dates.

[00203] A "ratio spread" applies to both puts and calls, involves buying or selling

options at one strike price in greater number than those bought or sold at another

strike price. "Back spreads" and "front spreads" are types of ratio spreads.

[00204] A "back spread" is a spread which more options are bought than sold. A

back spread will be profitable if volatility in the market increases. A "front spread"

is a spread in which more options are sold than bought. A front spread will increase

in value if volatility in the market decreases.

[00205] The purpose of an option spread trade is two-fold. First, it bets on the

direction that a trader thinks a certain stock will go. And second, it reduces a trader's

cost of the trade to the difference between what is paid for the option and what profit

is obtained from selling the second option. An option profit is the spread, or the

difference between the two strike prices, minus a cost of the spread.

[00206] An "inter-exchange" spread is a difference in a price of same security,

instrument or contract traded on different exchanges. For examples, the price of a

stock for a computer of brand-X on the New York Stork Exchange and the Toyko

Stock exchanges.

[00207] Various types of spreads (e.g., vertical, horizontal, ratio, back, front, etc.)

are also used to trade futures contracts, stocks, bonds and other financial instruments

and financial contracts in addition to options.

[00208] As is known in the electronic trading arts, a "black box trading entity"

includes, but is not limited to, trading strategies developed by one or more traders for



futures contracts, options contracts, or other instruments for differed shipment or

delivery or otherwise, or other contracts or financial or other instruments traded

electronically. The black box trading entity may be created only for sell-side trades,

only for buy-sides trades, both buy and sell trades, spreads, and other types of real or

synthetic trades that can be executed electronically.

[00209] As is known in the electronic trading arts, a "yield curve" is a chart in

which a yield level is plotted on one axis (e.g., a vertical axis, etc.), and the term to

maturity of debt instruments or other similar instruments are plotted on another axis

(e.g., a horizontal axis, etc.). In general, when yields are falling, a yield curve will

steepen. When yields are rising, a yield curve will flatten.

[00210] In finance, a yield curve is a relationship between the cost of borrowing

for a in a certain currency and the amount of time the money is being borrowed for.

The yield of a debt instrument is an amount of money received per year by investing

in that instrument. Investing for a period of time t gives a yield Y(t). This function Y

is called the "yield curve." The nomenclature "curve" is used rather than "yield

function" because when plotted on a graph, the function is a curve. Yield curves are

used by commodity and other financial instrument traders to seek trading

opportunities. For commodities trading, market participants often sell short and buy

long, or sell long and buy short using yield curves.

[00211] In one embodiment, yield curve electronic trading strategies are used with

the electronic trading system described above. Yield curve trading permits electronic

traders to price any commodity contract, financial instrument or security instrument

off of any other security commodity contract, financial instrument or security

instrument with a yield curve using a price, yield, or basis spread. The yield curve

electronic trading strategies include electronic trading via multiple yield curves by

asset class, curves off curve and curves on curve.

DIRECT TRADING APPLICATION

[00212] Professional traders typically have different trading characteristics than

other non-professional traders. Professional traders typically make trades for

business organizations, financial institutions (e.g., banks, etc.), insurance companies,

money funds, pension funds, investments funds, etc. The trades made by



professional traders typically include large trading lots that must be executed quickly

and efficiently if the professional trader is going to make a profit. In many instances

profits are gained or losses occur based on large trades for fractions of a cent or cents

that are executed based on real-time movement in a market based on current world

events (e.g., political upheaval, war, drought, etc.), current market news or current

market trading.

[00213] Even though there are many different types of electronic trading systems,

most professional traders rely on a just a few backend trading systems such as those

provided by Professional Automated Trading Systems (PATS) of London, England,

or Trading Technologies, Inc. (TT) of Chicago, Illinois GL Multi-media (GL) of

Paris, France and others.

[00214] These backend systems provide an interface and infrastructure to provide

current market information to GUI 32 and actually allow electronic trades to be

executed on the various trading exchanges and return trade execution (or non-

execution information) back to the GUI 32 to be used by the professional trader. In

many instance such backend trading systems, although reliable, do not provide the

speed and efficiency required by most professional traders. Most of these backend

systems are configured to handle all type of electronic trades including those used by

both professional and non-professional traders.

[00215] In one embodiment, a new professional trading application 37 for

professional traders is provided. The new professional trading application 37

provides a back end trading platform that allows professional traders to quickly and

efficiently execute electronic trades on one or more electronic trading exchanges via

a communications network 18. The new professional trading system 37 eliminates

much of the overhead included in most back end trading systems known in the art

that are also use for non-professional traders (e.g., PATS, TT, GL, etc.). The new

professional trading system 37 splits plural first sets of data streams with plural

different types of electronic trading information into plural sets of second data

streams. A professional trader is allowed to select only the electronic trading

information of interest from the plural second set of data streams allowing electronic

trades to be executed faster than receiving and using the same electronic trading

information from the first set of data streams.



[00216] FIG. 16 is a flow diagram illustrating a Method 100 for professional

electronic trading. At Step 102, a first set of data streams is received on a

professional trading application on server device including plural different types of

electronic trading information from one or more electronic trading exchanges via a

communications network. At Step 104, the first set of data streams is split into plural

second sets of data streams on the professional trading application. The plural second

data streams include one or more plural types of electronic trading information from

the first set data streams. At Step 106, the plural second sets of data streams are

provided to plural target devices, thereby allowing the plural target devices to

selectively receive and use one or more of the plural types of electronic trading

information from the second set of data streams for executing electronic trades faster

than receiving and using the same electronic trading information from the first set of

data streams.

[00217] Method 100 is illustrated with an exemplary embodiment. However, the

invention is not limited to this embodiment and other embodiments can also be used

to practice the invention.

[00218] In such an exemplary embodiment at Step 102, a set first data streams 31,

33 including plural types of electronic information related to electronic trading is

received on a professional trading application 37 on a server device 24 from one or

more electronic trading exchanges 20, 22 via a communications network 18. In one

embodiment of the invention the first set of data streams includes, but is not limited

to, electronic trading information from an electronic trading exchange (e.g., New

York Stock Exchange, Chicago Board of Trade, Chicago Mercantile Exchange,

London Stock Exchange, etc.).

[00219] The first set of data streams 31, 33 includes plural types of electronic

information including, but not limited to, current market data, posting and canceling

of trade order information, trade order fill and status information, commentary by

market analysts, current market news and other types of information relevant to

electronic trading sent from the electronic trading exchange.

[00220] This first set of data streams 31, 33 is provided in many different formats.

One format includes a data stream with one portion of information for each data

category included in the first data stream in each data packet sent across the



communications network 18. Another format includes interleaving data packets in

the data stream wherein each data packet includes only one type of electronic trading

information.

[00221] For example, a first data packet in the data stream may include only

current price information for a specific financial instrument. A second data packet in

the data stream may include only order fill and status information, etc. These and

other formats may be used by the trading exchanges 20, 22 to send out data streams.

The professional trading application 37 accepts these and other data stream formats

and splits the information contained therein into the plural second set of data streams.

[00222] At Step 104, the first data stream 31, 33, the back end trading system 37

on the server device 24 is split into plural sets of second data streams 35. The plural

sets of second data streams 35 include one or more of the plural types of electronic

trading information from the first set data stream.

[00223] For example, the first set of data streams including current market data,

posting and canceling of order information, order fill and status information is split

into plural separate data streams with one of the plural second data streams including

only current market data, another one of the plural second data streams including

only posting and canceling of order information, yet another one of the plural second

data streams including only order fill and status information, etc.

[00224] In one embodiment the server device 24 receives the plurality of first sets

of data streams 31, 33 and splits the plural first sets of data streams 31, 33 into plural

sets of second data streams 35.

[00225] In another embodiment the plural second sets of data streams 35 are

provided already split from two or more other remote server devices which process

the electronic information. In such an embodiment, one remote server devices

provides one of the plural second set of data streams 35 including, for example, only

market price information on one communications channel and another one of the

remoter server devices provides, for example only trade order information on another

separate communications channel, etc. The professional trading application 37

provides the split data streams on other separate distinct communications channels

for the target devices 12, 14, 16. However, the present invention is not limited to



such an embodiment and other embodiments can also be used to practice the

invention.

[00226] At Step 106, the plural second set of data streams is provided to plural

target devices thereby allowing an individual target device 12, 14, 16 to receive and

use the one or more of the plural types of electronic trading information in the plural

second set of data streams to execute electronic trades faster than receiving and using

the same electronic trading information from the first set of plural data streams.

[00227] In one embodiment, Step 106 further includes displaying a list of

information including the plural second set of data streams on GUI 32 on the

plurality of target devices 12, 14, 16. A professional electronic trader then selects

data streams of interest from the plural second set of data streams.

[00228] For example, a professional trader using target device 12 may request one

of the plural data streams in the second set of data streams relating only to current

market data, while another professional trader using target device 14 may request

two plural data streams relating only to posting and canceling of order information

and order fill and status information, etc.

[00229] Since professional traders using target devices 12, 14, 16 select only the

individual data streams from plural second sets of data streams that are desired, the

target device 12, 14, 16 is able to receive and use the selected data streams from the

plural second set of data streams instead of receiving and processing the first set data

streams including all of the plural types of electronic trading information. This

provides an advantage in speed and efficiency for professional electronic traders.

[00230] The electronic trades include real trades, synthetic trades, trades for real

spreads, trades for synthetic spreads, trades for black box trading entities and trades

for yield curve trading entities executed by professional traders.

[00231] In one embodiment, the professional trading application 37 on the server

device 24 is specifically configured for and optimized for receiving the set first data

streams, for splitting the first set of data streams into the plural set of second set of

data streams and receiving requests from the plurality of target devices 12, 14, 16



and selectively sending the requested information to the plurality of target devices

12, 14, 16.

[00232] In other embodiments, plural server devices can be used instead of the

one server device 24. In such other embodiments each of the plural server devices

are specifically configured for and optimized executing one, or more than one, of the

steps of Method 100.

[00233] Table 12 illustrates an exemplary trade window that displays information

about a current day's trades using exemplary ones of the plural second data streams

of Method 100 related to cash and futures pricing.

Table 12.

[00234] The information illustrated in Table 12 is exemplary only. Other types of

electronic information in other formats can also be used and the invention is not



limited to the electronic information displayed that is obtained from the plural second

data streams.

[00235] In one embodiment Method 100 further includes receiving a request for

one or more data streams from a target device 12, 14, 16, on the professional trading

application 37 on the server device 24 via the communications network 24. The

request includes a request for one or more data streams selected from plural second

sets of data streams extracted from plural first set of data streams. The selected one

or more streams from the plural second sets of data streams to the target device 12,

14, 16 for professional electronic trading. However, Method 100 is not limited to

these additional steps and the invention can be practiced with these additional steps.

[00236] FIG. 17 is a flow diagram illustrating a Method 108 for professional

electronic trading. At Step 110, a request for one or more data streams is received

from a target device on a professional trading application on server device via a

communications network. The request includes a request for one or more data

streams selected from plural second sets of data streams extracted from plural first

set of data streams. At Step 112, the selected one or more streams from the plural

second sets of data streams are provided to the target device. At Step 114, a request

is received from the target device to execute an electronic trade on an electronic

trading exchange. The request for the electronic trade is sent to the electronic trading

exchange via the communications network over a specialized trading connection for

professional electronic trading based on the plural second sets of data streams.

[00237] Method 108 is illustrated with an exemplary embodiment. However, the

invention is not limited to this embodiment and other embodiments can also be used

to practice the invention.

[00238] In such an exemplary embodiment at Step 110, a request for one or more

data streams is received from a target device (e.g., 12, etc.) on a professional trading

application 37 on server device 24 via a communications network 18. The request

includes a request for one or more data streams selected from plural second sets of

data streams extracted from plural first set of data streams with Method 100.

[00239] At Step 112, the selected one or more streams from the plural second sets

of data streams are provided to the target device 12. In one embodiment, the selected



one or more data streams are provided in more or more graphical windows of the

GUI 32. For example, the selected one or more data streams may be provided in an

ABV window 66, Order Ticket window 84, other graphical windows, or a separate

graphical window specifically for selecting data streams for professional electronic

trading.

[00240] In one embodiment, the professional trading application 37 provides the

split data streams on separate distinct communications channels for the target devices

12, 14, 16. However, the present invention is not limited to such an embodiment

more, fewer or other types of communications channels and other embodiments can

also be used to practice the invention.

[00241] At Step 114, a request is received from the target device 12 to execute an

electronic trade on an electronic trading exchange 20, 22. The request for the

electronic trade is sent to the electronic trading exchange 20, 22 via the

communications network 18 over a specialized trading connection for professional

electronic trading in communications with the professional trading application.

[00242] In one embodiment the specialized trading connection includes a trading

connection that only includes trading order entry related information. In such an

embodiment, the specialized trading connection does not include any market

information, etc. thereby increasing the response to and from the electronic trading

exchanges 20, 22 for a professional trader.

[00243] In one exemplary embodiment of the invention, the professional trading

application 37 can replace all or a portion of the backend trading systems provided

by Professional Automated Trading Systems (PATS) of London, England, or

Trading Technologies, Inc. (TT) of Chicago, Illinois GL Multi-media of Paris,

France and others. The application 37 can also interface with a Client API provided

by these same parties.

[00244] In one embodiment, additional graphical features including a Market

Thermometer are added to the GUI 32 for professional traders. However, the

additional graphical features are also used by non-professional traders.



[00245] In one embodiment, the Market Thermometer 118 is available on an ABV

window 66. However, the present invention is not limited to such an embodiment

and other embodiments and other windows can be used to practice the invention.

[00246] The Market Thermometer 118 is means of displaying the relative

movement of a given financial contract/issue. A reference price is chosen, and the

Market Thermometer also shows the number of ticks the contraci/issue has moved

away from that reference price in real-time.

[00247] FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrating a graphical trading screen 116 with

a graphical Market Thermometer 118. FIG. 18 illustrates an ABV 66 graphical

trading screen with two Mark Thermometers 118 and 118'. However, the present

invention is not limited to displaying a Market Thermometer 118 in an ABV 66

window and the invention can be practiced in other types of trading screens in other

types of graphical windows.

[00248] With the last traded price the same as the reference price, the Market

Thermometer 118 displays a row 120 adjacent to the last traded price in yellow, and

displays a zero in the row since there is no difference between the reference price and

the last traded price.

[00249] As a market price moves, the Market Thermometer 118 shows how many

ticks the selected instrument has moved from the reference price and which direction

it has moved in. If the selected instrument has moved up from the reference price, it

will highlight the cells corresponding to each price it's moved through in green. If

the selected instrument has moved down from the reference price, it will highlight

the cells corresponding to each price it's moved through in red. The yellow, green

and red colors allow a trader to see market movements with colors and a number of

colored cells similar to that of movement of a liquid used to measure temperature in a

weather thermometer. Such visual market movement indicators may improve a

professional trader's ability to trade a selected instrument.

[00250] The Market Thermometer 118 displays the number of ticks the contract

has moved in the cell corresponding to the last price. However, the present invention

is not limited to these colors and other colors can be used to practice the invention.



[00251] FIG. 19 is a block diagram illustrating a graphical trading screen 122 with

Market Thermometer 118 for which the market has moved down one unit. The

Market Thermometer 118 includes a downward pointing arrow and a numerical one

indicating the market has moved down one unit. The highlighted the cells 124

correspond to each price the downward moving market has moved through. In one

embodiment, the highlighted cells are displayed in a red color for a downward

moving market.

[00252] FIG. 20 is a block diagram illustrating a graphical trading screen 126 with

Market Thermometer 118 for which a market is moving up 128 and moving down

130. The left ABV 66 window with Market Thermometer 118 includes an upwards

pointing arrows and a numerical one in green highlighted cells indicating the market

has moved up one unit 138. The right ABV 66 window with Market Thermometer

118' includes downward pointing arrows and a numerical seven in red highlighted

cells indicating the market has moved down seven units 130.

[00253] FIG. 2 1 is a block diagram illustrating a graphical trading screen 132

Market Thermometer with a left ABV 66 window centered, 134 and a right ABV 66

window 136 not centered. The Market Thermometer 134 in the right ABV 66

window is not centered and the Market Thermometer 136 in the left ABV 66 window

is centered. A trader can reset the reference price to the current last traded price by

clicking on the graphical "Center" button 138 at the top of the Market Thermometer

column.

[00254] FIG. 22 is a block diagram illustrating a graphical trading screen 142

Market Thermometer left ABV 66 window 144 with no Market Thermometer 118

displayed and a right ABV 66 window with a graphical Market Thermometer 144

displayed.

[00255] A trader can also reset the reference price to the last traded price for all

ABV windows 66 simultaneously by clicking on the center all button 144 on an

Actions subform 146. A user can choose not to display the Thermometer on an ABV

window 66 by unchecking the Thermometer box on an Options subform.

[00256] The Market Thermometer 118 also provides, but is not limited to,

functionality:



• To set a reference price to an arbitrary price.
• To set a reference price to automatically be an average price of a position.
• To set a reference price to the opening or settlement price of a contract.
• To display a Market Thermometer in the same column as the prices.

[00257] The Market Thermometer 118 can be used to illustrate visual movements

for real trades, synthetic trades, trades for real spreads, trades for synthetic spreads,

trades for black box trading entities and trades for yield curve trading entities

executed by professional traders.

[00258] The Market Thermometer 118 is described as being used by professional

traders. However, the present invention is not limited to such an embodiment and

the Market Thermometer 118 can also be used by non- professional traders.

[00259] In one exemplary embodiment of the invention, the Market Thermometer

118 can be included in professional and non-professional front ends trading GUIs

provided Trading Technologies, Inc. (TT) of Chicago, Illinois GL Multi-media of

Paris, France and others.

[00260] It should be understood that the architecture, programs, processes,

methods and It should be understood that the architecture, programs, processes,

methods and systems described herein are not related or limited to any particular type

of computer or network system (hardware or software), unless indicated otherwise.

Various types of general purpose or specialized computer systems may be used with

or perform operations in accordance with the teachings described herein.

[00261] In view of the wide variety of embodiments to which the principles of

the present invention can be applied, it should be understood that the illustrated

embodiments are exemplary only, and should not be taken as limiting the scope of

the present invention. For example, the steps of the flow diagrams may be taken in

sequences other than those described, and more or fewer elements may be used in the

block diagrams.

[00262] While various elements of the preferred embodiments have been

described as being implemented in software, in other embodiments hardware or

firmware implementations may alternatively be used, and vice-versa.



[00263] The claims should not be read as limited to the described order or elements

unless stated to that effect. In addition, use of the term "means" in any claim is

intended to invoke 35 U.S.C. § 1 12, paragraph 6, and any claim without the word

"means" is not so intended.

[00264] Therefore, all embodiments that come within the scope and spirit of the

following claims and equivalents thereto are claimed as the invention.



WE CLAIM:

1. A method for professional electronic trading, comprising:

receiving a plurality of first set of data streams on a professional trading

application on server device including a plurality of different types of electronic

trading information from one or more electronic trading exchanges via a

communications network;

splitting the plurality of first set of data streams into a plurality of second sets

of data streams, wherein of the plurality second data streams includes one or more

plurality of types of electronic trading information from the plurality of first set data

streams; and

providing the plurality of second sets of data streams to a plurality of target

devices,

thereby allowing the plurality of target devices to selectively receive and use

one or more of a plurality of types of electronic trading information from the

plurality of second sets of data streams for executing electronic trades faster than

receiving and using the same plurality of types electronic trading information directly

from the first set of data streams.

2 . The method of Claim 1 further comprising a computer readable medium

having stored therein instructions for causing a one or more processors to execute the

steps of the method.



3. The method of Claim 1 wherein the plurality of first set of data streams

includes current market data, trade posting, trade canceling, trade fill, trade status

information, commentary by market analysts and current market news.

4. The method of Claim 1 wherein the electronic trades include real trades,

synthetic trades, trades for real spreads, trades for synthetic spreads, trades for black

box trading entities and trades for yield curve trading entities executed by

professional traders.

5. The method of Claim 1 wherein the providing step includes displaying a

list of information including the plurality of second sets of data streams on a

graphical user interfaces on the plurality of target devices.

6. The method of Claim 1 further comprising:

receiving a request for one or more data streams from a target device on the

professional trading application on the server device via the communications network,

wherein the request includes a request for one or more data streams selected from a

plurality of second sets of data streams extracted from plurality of first set of data

streams;

providing the selected one or more streams from the plurality of second sets of

data streams to the target device for professional electronic trading.

7. The method of Claim 1 wherein the splitting step includes receiving



a plurality of second sets of data streams from two or more other remote server

devices on the server device wherein one remote server devices provides one of a

plurality of the second sets of data streams including only market price information

and another one of the remoter server devices provides only order information.

8. A method for professional electronic trading, comprising:

receiving a request for one or more data streams from a target device on a

professional trading application on a server device via a communications network,

wherein the request includes a request for one or more data streams selected from a

plurality of second sets of data streams extracted from plurality of first sets of data

streams;

providing the selected one or more streams from the plurality of second sets of

data streams to the target device;

receiving a request from the target device to execute an electronic trade on an

electronic trading exchange; and

sending the request for the electronic trade to the electronic trading exchange

via the communications network over a specialized trading connection for

professional electronic trading in communications with the professional trading

application.

9. The method of Claim 8 further comprising a computer readable medium

having stored therein instructions for causing a one or more processors to execute the

steps of the method.



10. The method of Claim 8 wherein the electronic trades include real trades,

synthetic trades, trades for real spreads, trades for synthetic spreads, trades for black

box trading entities and trades for yield curve trading entities executed by

professional traders.

11. The method of Claim 8 wherein the specialized trading connection for

professional electronic trading includes a specialized order processing connection

including only order entry information thereby increasing the speed at which trading

orders can be sent to and received from an electronic trading exchange.

12. A professional electronic trading system, comprising in combination:

means for receiving a plurality of first set of data streams on a professional

trading application on server device including a plurality of different types of

electronic trading information from one or more electronic trading exchanges via a

communications network;

means for splitting the first set of data streams into a plurality of second sets of

data streams, wherein of the plurality second data streams includes one or more

plurality of types of electronic trading information from the first set data streams;

means for providing the plurality of second sets of data streams to a plurality

of target devices,

thereby allowing the plurality of target devices to selectively receive and use

one or more of a plurality of types of electronic trading information from the

plurality of second sets of data streams for executing electronic trades faster than



receiving and using the same plurality of types electronic trading information from

the first set of data streams;

means for receiving a request for one or more data streams from a target

device on the professional trading application on the server device via the

communications network, wherein the request includes a request for one or more data

streams selected from the plurality of second sets of data streams split from the

plurality of first sets of data streams;

means for providing the selected one or more streams from the plurality of

second sets of data streams to the target device;

means for receiving a request from the target device to execute an electronic

trade on an electronic trading exchange; and

means for sending the request for the electronic trade to the electronic trading

exchange via the communications network over a specialized trading connection for

professional electronic trading in communications with the professional trading

application.

13. The method of system of Claim 12 wherein the specialized trading

connection for professional electronic trading includes a specialized order processing

connection including only order entry information thereby increasing the speed at

which trading orders can be sent to and received from an electronic trading exchange.

14. The system of Claim 12 wherein the electronic trades include real trades,

synthetic trades, trades for real spreads, trades for synthetic spreads, trades for black



box trading entities and trades for yield curve trading entities executed by

professional traders.

15. A graphical market thermometer system for professional electronic

trading, comprising in combination:

means for graphically displaying a relative movement of a selected financial

entity with a graphical market thermometer;

means for graphically displaying how many units a selected price has moved

from a reference price and a direction it has moved with respect to the reference price

in a pre-determined color on the graphical market thermometer.

16. The system of Claim 15 wherein a graphical entity is displayed in a

yellow color and includes a zero indicator adjacent to a last traded price on the

graphical market thermometer when there is no difference between a reference price

and a last traded price.

17. The system of Claim 15 wherein one or more graphical entities are

displayed in green and at least one of the one or more graphical entities includes a

number indicator indicating a difference between a reference price and a last traded

price on the graphical thermometer when the last traded price is higher than the

reference price.

18. The system of Claim 15 wherein one or more graphical entities are

displayed in red and at least one of the one or more graphical entities includes a



number indicator indicating a difference between a reference price and a last traded

price on the graphical thermometer when the last traded price is lower than the

reference price.

19. The system of Claim 15 wherein graphical market thermometer system is

displayed in an Aggregated Book View (ABV) graphical window on a graphical user

interface for an electronic trading system.

20. The system of Claim 15 wherein the selected financial entity includes

selected financial entities for real trades, synthetic trades, trades for real spreads,

trades for synthetic spreads, trades for black box trading entities and trades for yield

curve trading entities.
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